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nick hannes / from the series: mediterranean. the continuity of man / from the left: la manga del mar menor, spain; bethlehem, palestine; checkpoint, sirte, libya; monte carlo, monaco 
/ next page: cairo, egypt

nick hannes / born: 1974 / nationality: belgian / based in: ranst / the mediterranean region has many faces 
most recently serving as an unintentional castle-moat around fortress europe. despite the danger, thousands 
of desperate immigrants from africa and asia continuously attempt to cross the water in shabby boats. the 
cradle of civilization today has become the grave of many. from 2010 until 2014 nick hannes travelled the 
length and breadth of the mediterranean shores, documenting various contemporary issues such as tourism, 
urbanization, borders and migration in 20 different countries that share the sea. ‘mediterranean. the continuity 
of man’ is a kaleidoscopic documentary portrait of the region and the zeitgeist, characterized by huge contrasts 
and crises of different kinds / selected from triennial of photography hamburg / selected from triennial of 
photography hamburg.
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BREAKING POINT. SEARCHING FOR CHANGE.

A BREAKING POINT is a critical moment in the process of change. 
It is a time when we can no longer search for new goals or values but must 
immediately take a new direction. Photography has an ability to freeze time and 
bring focus to such moments. 

The Triennial of Photography Hamburg will be an attempt to raise aware- 
ness. The festival program is a humanistic statement on sustainability and 
change. It is an inspiration and an invitation to act.
 
We use keyboard commands hundreds of times a day without thinking about 
their original meaning. These words will become exhibition titles and together 
will form a collective story about modern society:

[ENTER] on breaking points and the necessity for change 
[HOME] on belonging, safety, migration, and nomadism
[CONTROL] on politics, the economy, and power
[SPACE] on urbanism, alienation, anonymity, and street life
[SHIFT]  on personal change, paradigm shifts, and alternation 
[RETURN]  on roots, heritage, and learning from the past 
[DELETE]  on censorship and images removed from visual culture
[ESCAPE]  on environmental changes and ecological emergencies

Part of Triennial of Photography Hamburg
Hamburger Kunsthalle, Altonaer Museum, Deichtorhallen Hamburg, 
Kunstverein in Hamburg, Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, 
Museum für Völkerkunde Hamburg, Bucerius Kunst Forum, 
Kunsthaus Hamburg, Museum der Arbeit and many more spaces 

at the  .

phototriennale.de                 
facebook.com/phototriennale
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JUNE — SEPTEMBER 2018

      OPENING WEEK JUNE 7-17

› 320 ARTISTS  › 80 PLACES 

    
    

    
 › 90 EVENTS  › 1 FESTIVAL

BREAKING 

    POINT.

[ENTER]  [HOME]  [CONTROL]  [SPACE]  [SHIFT]  [RETURN]  [DELETE]  [ESCAPE]

// abstract

// portraits

// body

// family

// selfportrait

// stories

// film

// urban scenes

// surreal

// still life

// staged

// animals

// monochromes

// landscape & architecture

// pre issue

// new pictorialism


